two color mold
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two color mold

plastic: PP + TPR
two color mold

cavity / core
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two color mold

cavity inserts & stripper plate

core inserts & ejector block
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two color mold

cooling
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two color mold toothbrushes
two color mold toothbrushes
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two color mold window cleaner
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two color mold O-rings
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two color mold Oxygen mask
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two color mold foldable drainers

PP+TPE
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two color mold lemon squeezer
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two color mold water jug
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two color mold dinner plates
two color mold
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Thank you for your attention!

If you're still looking for the good two color mold maker in China, we can be your another good choice.

Welcome your new inquiry!

Lucia

+86 18357616586
focaremould@yahoo.com